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DISLOCATION

SUMblARY

THEORY OF THE FATIGUE OF METALS

By E. S. MACHLIN

.1 dislocation theory of jafigue failure for annealed solid
solutions is prewnfed. On the bagis oj this theory, an equation
giring the dependence of the number of cyclesfor failure on the
stress, the temperature, the material parameters, and the freq-
uency ie rlerired for uniformly dressed specn”mms. lle
equation is in quantitativeagreementwith the data. Inawnuch
a~ one material parameter ia indicafed to be temperature-
depawient and it~ tempmature dependence is unknown, it is
impossible to predict the temperaturedependence of the number
of cycles for failure. A predicted quantitative corre[ab”onbe-
tuven fatigue and creep UXMfound to em”~t,which suggest~the
practical pomibihly of obtaining fatigue data for annealed
solid solutions and ekmetis from ateady+tate creep-rate data
for thesematerials .-b a result o-fthis investigation,a modt@a-
tion of the equation for the ~teady+tate creep rate preriawly
dw[oped on the batii~of the dislocation theoy is suggested.
.-ldditionaldata are required to wrijy completely the dislocation
theory oj.fatigue.

INTRODUCTT03J

The failure of materiak under an oscfiating stress, the
msmirnun wdue of which is lower than that required to cause
faike in a static tensde test, is termed Xfatigue faike.”
This type of failure is the limiting factor in the design and the
operation of many rotating parts. In particular, fatiawe
strength has become a limiting factor in the development of
the gas turbine for aircrtift use. Turbine bIades, for ex-
ample, have in many cases faikd as u result of fatigue.

Two methods of ehminat~~ the probIem of fatigue failure
exist: (1) The design of the parts can be cha~”ed to minimize
t Iw effect of oscillating stresses; and (2) the resistance to
fatigue failure of the materials used can be increased. A
phase of the second solution, based on obtaining an under-
standing of the fatigue phenomena, is discused herein.

.Ahhough many e.xperirnentaI in-rest~ations of fatigue
have been made, few have been concerned -with basic mn-
siderations. The work of Gough and his collabomtors
(references 1 and 2), however, is outstanding in the fieId of
fundamental fatigue stuclies. This work has shown that
the phenomena of plastic deformation (slip) and fatigue are
closely reIated. Some theories ha-re been reported (refer-
ences 3 and 4] that relate plastic deformation to fatigue
failure. Because these theories are not of a fundamental
nature, however, they ha-re not yieIded basic knowledge
of the physical properties of materials that affect fatigue.

Tilth the development of the theory of dislocations, the

understanding of the phenomena of plastic deformation has
greatly advanced (references 5 to s). Inasmuch as plastic
deformation and fatigue have been showm to be reIat ed, an
investigation of fatigue based on the theory of dislocations
was undertaken dur@ 1947 ancl is presented herein. In
this instigation a physical modeI, based on the dislocation
theory, was dewised to account for crack growth. This
model was then used as a means of obtaining an equation
reIating the number of cycks for failure to the appropriate
mriabks. The equation so obtained was then subjected to
various experimental checks. This investigation was part
of a program conducted at the AT.ACACleveland laboratory
to em-dust e the physicaI properties of heat-resisting alloys in
terms of physicaI constants that are easiIy measumbIe and
to make possibIe the synthesis of composit ions and structures
of heat-resistirg alloys better than those currently used.

SY31BOLS

The following symbols are used in this report:

constant
proportionality constant reIat&W ~=to u./2
distance between atoms in dip direction, centimeters
base of >Tapierian logarithmic system raised to power

d parentheses follow-hg exp
fraction, e-xperimentaI value =O.374 (reference S)
free energy of activation in~ol~ed in generation of a

dislocation, erga per molecule
Planck’s constant, 6.62 X10-n erg seconds
heat of activation per molecule involvecl in generation

of a didocation, ergs
BoItzmann’s constant., 1.38X10-16 ergs per molecuIe

per “K
distance between imperfections in s@e crystaI, of

order of 1 micron
amount of crack growth per crack source necessary for

failure measured in units of number of interatomic
spacings

number of cycIes for faike
period of cycle of stress, seconds
stress-concentration factor
Cq
rate of generation of positive or negative dislocations

at stress concentration of intend surface in crystal-
line material, number of dislocations per second

net. rate of gron-th per crack, number of atomic spac-
ings per second
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entropy of activatiomper molecule involved in grm-
eration of dislocation, ergs per OK

absolute temperature, ‘K
time, seconds
shear rate, 1 per second
antilog of intercept of plot of log u’ against a at U= O
atomic volume, cubic centimeters
ratio of dl to interplanar spacing of dip planes, (@

for face-centered and body-centered cubic lattices)
mathematical variable
2u@t
tensile stress, dynes per square centimeter
matimum Lensile or compressive stress of cycle,

dynes per square centimeter
resolved shear stress, dynes per square centimeter
average resolved shear stress in polycrystalline speci-

men operating for failure, dynes per square centi-
me Ler

resolved shear stress due to internal source, dynes per
square centimeter

rwolvcd maximum shear stress corresponding to u~,
dynes per square centimeter

average shear stress at sources of dislocations, dynes
pm square centimeter

frequency of cycles of stress application, 1 per second

CRACK MECHANISM

Fatigue failure is usually associated with the propagation
of a Crdi. This fatigue crack must be formed either as a
result of internal tensile stresses that exceed the tensile
strength of the material or from pre-e.xisting submicroscopic
cracks that grow under the h-dluence of the cyclic str~s.
The assumption will be made that such submicroscopic
cracks do exist. It is probable that some of the sources of
stress concentrations in metals are in the form of submicro-
scopic cracks tha~ occur at the boundaries of mosaic blocks
(referenc~ 6).

A theory that would explain the growth of these submicro-
scopic cracks as a result of the cOntinual reverd of stress
might provide a basis for the “development of a quantitative
theory of fatigue. The analysis of the mechanism of crack
formation developed herein is based on the dislocation theory
discussed in references 5, 6, 8, and 9. A short n!sumd of Lhe
&Iocat.ion theory follows:

A dislocation consists of a stable arrangement of atoms
such that, in a region of a few atomic distances, n+ 1 atoms
in the slip direction face n atoms acre= the slip plane. When
the n+ 1 atoms are above the n atoms, the configuration is
called a positive dislocation; when then+ 1 atoms are below,
it is caIIed a negative dislocation. The net result of a posi-
tive dislocation moving completely through a specimen from
left to right, or a negative dislocation moving completely
through the specimen from right to left, is a translation of
the material abovo the plane between then+ I atoms and the
n atoms, with respect to the material below this plane, by

one atomic distance to the right. If the pmitivc dk.locnlion
moves from right LOlcft or the ncgativo dislocation moves
from left to right, the opposite trmdmtion Ltikcs place.

‘-Msitiw
dishcafhs

FIGUREl.-Si.@ orack gcnemtti mm cddlslcmt!on%

The most probable sources of generation of dislocations
are stress concentrations. Such st.rcss conccn[ratirms occur
at th~ ends of crticks. For emmplc, an cllipsoidui crack
shown in cross section in figure 1, has two points of shws
concentration (A and B in fig. 1), [hat cxcmd thu s[rcss
concentration at any other point. along k crack circum-
ference (referenco 10). Disloc~tions will usually be gen-
erated at these stress concentrate ions upon [hc application
of a shenr stress.

In the clevelopmenL of a theory for tlw growth of sub-
microscopic cracks, an equation thaL wus in agrcemenl wil il
the available datn was obtnincd by mnking ct’rtai[l assunlp-
tions about the physical model. Although cnch of tkc
assumptions may have a physical basis, such a lmis was
not immediately evidtmt. Ths development. of tho foI1owing
them-y therefore presents them assumptions withouL tiny
attempt to justify them physically,

Cracks similar to the one diagmmmatically slwwn in flgurc 1
are assumed to exist in such n manner thaL points A nm.1 B
act as same-w of generation of dislocations. It is fu rlhcr
assumed that only positive dislocations can bc gcncmtd
at point A and only negative dklocntions can be gem’rntwl
at point B. If the line joining A and B is nL u smnll nnglc to
the slip plane, if the generated positkc disloctit ions move LO
the right at point A and if the gcmmatml negative dislocations
move t~ the left at point B as a rcsulL of the givcm shmr S(rws,
the crack will grow. An intermediate position of the righL
side of the crack after the crack hns grown to some exhmt is
shown by the dashed line in figure 1.

If all the dislocatious thnt were generated at A and B
during one half-cycle of st ress had returned to their rospcclivc
sources.during the next half-cycle of stress, the crack would
not have grown at the end of a complcto cycle of rcvcracd
stressing. In order for the crack to grow, same of thv dis-
locations generated at the crack sources during tho growth
part of the stress cycle therefore must. either disappear from
the specimen or reach a point from which their return LO
the source is prevented. No dislocations generated nt A
and B in the second half-cycle of stress can enter tho crysttil
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iattice because, according to the assumption, only positive
dhlocatio~ are genemted at A, ordy negative dislocations

are generated at B, and the appLied stress during this hdf-
cycle of stress wotid make any dislocations genemted at
these sources return to their respective .murces. This
assumption does not mean, however, that other sources, at
which none of the dislocations there generated move into the
crystal lat t ice during the fit half-cycle, will not generate
dislocations that move into the crptd lattice in the last
haIf-cycle.

If one submicroscopic crack viere to account for the failure
of a macroscopic specimen, it is probable that more than the
observed amount of plastic flow would have to occur. If
failure were to occur as the result of the growth of submicro-
scopic cracks, it would evidently take place because many
cracks contribute to the failure. A simple configuration of
cracks of the type illustrated k figure 1 that can lead to
fatigue failure with Iittle plastic flow is shown in figure 2(a).
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Thk conflgurat ion, after all the cracks have grown to a
certain extent, would appear as shown in_f@re 2(b). In
order that the cracks in this contlguration may grow, the
assumption becomes necessary, as before, that at points A
onIy positive dislocations are generated and at points B only
negative dislocations are generated. The resuh of positive
dislocations moving to the left and negative dislocations
simuh aneousIy moving to the right during a cycle of stress
favorable for this motion is that relative translations of the
lattice occur that ~ield larger cracks than existed prior to
the translations. Inasmuch as these dislocations clisappeared
from the lattice at points C and D in figure 2(a}, the applica-
tion of a stress opposite to the previous stress vrouid not cause
any reIat ive translations of the lat t ice between the regions
separated by the slip planes A< and B–D, unksa positive
and negative dislocations were generated at C and D, re-
spectively. No dislocations are assumed to be generated at
points C and D. Each crack in the configuration will therc-
fme grow as long as positive &locations generated at- A

32477*51 —13

and negative dislocations generated at B disappear from the
lattice at C and D, respectively.

Ih the foregoing discussion, each crack was assumed to
extend completely through the specimen in the direction
perpendicular to the phme of the figure. Because the cracks
were assumed to .&st in the mosaic-block boundaries, it
seems probalie, however, that, the crack width in the direc-
tion considered is not more than a few mosaic-block lengths,
that. is, about 10-4 centimeters. In order to account for the
growth of short cracks, it thus becomes necessary to assume
that such short. dislocations may etit. and that relative slip
between mosaic blocks may easily occur. Seitz and Read
in considering the phenomena of dip with respect to dis-
locations found that these assumptions would help erplain ““
the experiment al slip phenomena (reference 6, pt. ~).

One of the consequences of the crack-growth mechanism
just described is that the cracks w-N begin to grow along sIip -.
planas. This phenomenon has been observed by a number of
experimenters (for example, references 2 and 11] on poly-
cr.ystalhne as well as single-crystal specimens. It was noticed
that failure began to occur along the slip plane and then
proceeded in the direction normal to the rmmirnum tende
stress.

NUMBER OF CYCLES FOR FAILURE

The general equation for the rate of generation of disloca-
tions R~ of one type at a stress concentration of an inta-nal
surface in a tryst dine material is given in reference 8. The

+
2qv T, can be ~tten ~

equation, for Iarge values of .

(1)

The net rate of grovith per crack R, is the rate of genera-
tion of dislocations during the growth cycle:

(2)

The stress at a generating source may consist of the applied
stress and any internal strees that may be present. h a
result ,

T.=qr=g(r= Sh e+r~ (a

If it is assumed that the amount of crack growth per crack
source required for faihme M is a constant for alI specimens
and materials and that the stress-concentration values are
the same for every crack associated w-ith faihne and do not
change with the number of cycles of stressing, the depend-
ence of the number of cycles for EaiIure on the maximum
resolved shear stress m the sIip plane and direction con-
sidered is

P

J
M=N 3 RXdt (4)

0
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because R, is independent of h? Substituting for R. in equa-
tiou (4) yields

M=+[,zp (+)]fe.p(-) d, (q

FOr annetded IIIeta]S, the hh~lal ShSS T, is approximately
zero. Thus,

T=Tzs Sin d

Chn.nging the variable of integration in equation (6) yields

“=%[’~(*)lJ’~rvTtsin’)d’ “)

J

r
The expression log. exp (au sin 6) dd can be approxi-

0
mated for large values of ay by the product ay, as shown
in appendix A. When this approximation is used in equation
(6) and equation (6) is solved for Iog N

In order to apply equation (7) to poIycr&ystaIIine speci-
mens, some assumptions must be made concerning the
method of fatigue failure of polycryatals. The orientations
of the crystals comprising the fatigue-failed regions of a
poIycrystal are probably random. The maximum resolved
maximum shear strws, if each of these crystals was con-
sidered apart from the others, wouId therefore vary from
some minimum (not zero for face-centered cubic or body-
centercd cubic lattices) to the maximum aJ2. Inasmuch
as these crystals are not separated by stress-free regions,
internal stresses would be set up between the differently
oriented crystaIs, As a result, steady-state slip would occur
at some stress intermediate to the minimum and maximum
value of t-he maximum resoIved maximum shear stress. The
value of this average resolved shear stress shouId then be
substituted in equation (7) for poIycrystalline specimens.
lf the average resoIved shear stress is related to the maximum

resolved shear stress by the equation ra= c ~ and if q’= cq,

then,

‘OgN=log(+?+~T-= ‘8]
Equation (8) applies only for stresses sufficiently above the

endurance limit (where the log N varies linearly with am)
because the conditions that determine the endurance Iimit
have not been considered in the development of the theory.
Also, because the assumption was made that am is constant
over the cross section of the specimen, equation (8) will
apply to axial-stress-type Ioading only. The cases of ben<fi~-
type stresses and torsional stresses are theoretically

capable of being treated in a manner simiIar to the cam of
uniform axial strem; however, no nttemph has been made to
evaluate equations of the same type as equation (8) for these
cases

According to equation (8), the intercept of [he strnight. line
obtained by plotting log iV against u= at cm= O is cquaI (o

If aU the ptiramctem in this expression arc known, it.slwu]d ho
possible to obtain a calculated value of the in tmccpi to conl-
pare with the experimental value. ThCI parnmettl~ u Rn{[ T
are known from the experimental Conditicms. The pmam-
eter M is of the or~?er of magnitude of n mosaic Mock
length, measured in units of interatomic spncings, that. is,
about 104. The parameters k d L arc known conslau(s.
The only factor that remains to be dctcrmincd is AJ’g.

A method of calculating A~C by using crcwp (Iata is pre-
sented in reference 8. As shown in nppmdix B, howcvur,
AF~ cannot be completely dc.tcrmincd from creep dn [~
because an assumption made in refcrcnm 8 is incorrcc(. The
analysis presented in appendix B does indica[c, howcmw,
that a set of fatigue and rreep datti for the srmw nmtcri~l
can be. used to calculate a value of the unknown fartor. I f
the value of t.llis factor is assumc(] to Ij~ illt]cPrll[i(~tll of Llle
materiaI variable, it can bc used to Mp calculate wducs of
AF~ using creep data. A taldo of such cdculakx.1 vnluM
using data for copper (fig, 3(a)) to evaluate tho unknowu
factor-is presented in appendix B.

(a) Copm.r.mtiw lrom

FmcEx 8.—Varfntfon of SWSS with numker of CYCICEf= faffum at fwm tcmfwrature.
Frequenoy, 2270 OYCICSper mfnuta (D8tn tskcn from referenm 12)
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A check of equatiou (8) can be made by comparing the
experiment aI vaIue of the intercept of the straight line
obtained by plotting log A’against as with the value obtained
from calculation using the term derived from equation (8).
Data for kmco iron, obtained from reference 12 and plotted
in figure 3(b), can be used to make the suggested comparison
of experimental and cslmdated vaIues of the intercept being
considered. The experimental -raIue of the intercept deter-
mined by extrapolati~m the best straight line through the
points of @re 3(b) is equaI to 22. The approximate
uncertainty in this -due is +2. The calculated value is

(lo,~~)+~,=lo, ‘“x~:::::;x”)+

~.g~xl’-~
2.3 X1.38 X10+X300=M”2

where u=2200 cycIes per minute and T=3000 K, as gi-ren by
reference 12. The agreement between the predict ed w-due
of 24.2 and the observed mdue of 22+2 tends to verify
equation (S).

An additional check of the didity of equation (8) could
be made if the value of the st ress-concentration factor q
were known. Because the value of g is unknown, the experim-
ental value of the slope of the linear portion of the plot of
log AI’against u~ can be used to obtain a vaIue of q’. This
calculation is

q 3 kTx (experimental slopel sqcm/d~@*,=-.
Vxxxf

,

( 1 )2.3x I.3sx300X 1o-” .o.755x2240x6.9X 104.
.

ll.ix IO-24xl.23x0.374

A sirdar procedure was followed to obtain a due of q’
for anneakd copper using the line shown in figure 3(a) to
define the slope. A due of q’=lt%l ma obtained.

The fatigue theory can be further experimentally checked.
If equation (8) is solved for the parameter T’cm, the following
equation is obtained:

where

Data to
of sources.

T.-u.= u+ T3’AFg (9)

L~=&)po,(*~-lo.fv]

~$?– 1
!7’ti

check equation (9) were obtained from a number
The details concerning the sources and precision

of data for M= are contained in appendix B.
Because the data for the value of u= that corresponds to

faihre in 3.3X106 cycles were ditlicu.lt to obtain accurately,
the following t abIe lists, wherever possibIe, a number of
sources for a given material:

1 Mnterld I .Ibmnerhem I mkewe I

‘-----------------------=Isfiw -----------------------------------------
Copwr ------------------------------------------

Armco------------------------------------- 1.74XUY u
16

hW----------------------------------------
d

n
U

~Dataobtahedfrom.-W S@#M torsional.strHes toasInKIeerystoL BeCanse
the em-realms b.wohd 6re h op~te u-ectkxq the vake gIwn 19a M appmximatbn.

Inasmuch as different eaurces yielded diflerent vahws of
the stress corresponding to a certain number of cycles for
faiIure for a given material and because the vaIues of W=
were obtained by extrapolate ion, the clata were pIot ted as
regions of appro-ximat ely equal probability y correspond&& to
each mat erial The data are therefore dotted as rect amzles
or lines in &.re 4. The data in this figure correspon{ to

l..? 1.8 .20 24 2A 32 -36 40.!0 -o?
W,, a-g+mofecde

FIG- 4.—Dependenee of stress e&rrwLMndingto bauwi&3.sxIfYL@e9m mstcrfd
w-stem at rwm temperature ~

.---

failure in appro.xirnateIy 3.3X 1Oc cycles; the frequkn~-
used to crdculate CTis 22oO cycka per minute; the tempera-
ture is 300° K.

The theoretical curve. corresponding to these data is, ac-
cording to equation (9), a straight line of slope W imd inter-
cept Z~. The value of g’ was considered to be 164, as pre-
ciously found for annealed copper. Because aII the other
factors in-roIved in the calculation of, ?7 and W are known,
calculation of the theoretical -&es of Z’ and ~ is possibIe.
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The caIculat.ed values of U and W are – 157X 10-10 ergs
per molecule and 0.0132, respectively. The theoretical curve
corresponding to these values of U and W is plotted M the
straight line in figure 4; the theoretical Hne is in agreement
with the data. Figure 4 represents a correlation between
creep and fatigue, inasmuch as the ordinate is a parameter
determined from fatigue data and the abscissa is a parameter
determined from creep data.

Two other independent checks of the theory are possible:
The fimtt is a check of the temperature dependence of the
number of cycles for faiIure; the second is based on the de-
pendence of the number of cycles for failure on frequency.

The assumption is made that q is independent of temper-
ature. If equation (8) is solved for cm, the following equation
is obtained:

am=A+ B(C—Iog T) 2’ (10)
where

Data for_Armco iron obtained from reference 16 are shown
in figure 6. A cross plot of these data (temperatures in ‘K)
is shown in figure 6, which also gives the theoretical curve
corresponding to this experimental plot. Data used to
compute the theoretical values were obt aimed as follows:
Vahm of AHJV correspond LOvahms of A/V from figure 6
of reference 8; values of ASz were taken from the values
listed in the table given on page 16 of reference 8, corrected
to account for the factor determined in appendix B; the
vrdue of q’ w-as taken as 164; the frequency u was taken as
40 cycles per second, as reported in reference 16. -.

~

~ .8
&
OY

E6

‘2

$%’ /0 s /0’ /07 /0=
h&m&r of cycles for f~ilure, N

FIUIEEEL-TamwJ8tumdawidenoe of carve fixr. plotkd wzdnat N for Ammohon.
(DatatakenW raferenceM.)

A study of figure 6 indicates that tlm theorctica] cm-rc
yields too smaH a temperat.uro variation of r~. Thcrcforc,
equation (10) apparently does not aggrccwith tho exprrimcn[al
data, Two exphmations of these results are possiblu. Tlm
first explanation is that the data may be in error. TIM!largo
scatter for the data correspond ing LO500° C, as shuwn in
figure 5, indicates that this cxplanat iou mfiy h true, Fur-
thermore, meaningful tcmperaturo studies on direct-st rcss
specimens are difiicult to perform Iwcauac the specimrn may
easily become rnisaIined, owing to the usc of long spccirrwn
holders. The miealinement may then bo a function of
temperature and yield an apparent lcmpcrat mw cffccL, as
shown in figure 6.

The second and more probable cxphmation is [llaL tho
stress concentrations associated with tho cracks in tho mosair-
block boundaries are temperat~lre<lcpclltlcnt. and, honcc, tho
assumption made in plotting the theoretical curve in fig!]rc
6 is not valid. In this case, predicting the t cmpcrn[ urc
dependence of u~ becomes difficult inasmuch as no appnrent.
basis exists for determining the dcpendcmw of the sticss-
concentration factor on temperature.

A final check of the dislocation theory of fatigue can ho
obtained by determining whether the dqx’ndencc of tho
number of cycles for failuro on the frequency, as givcu by
equation (8), is experimentally obt uincd. Equation (8) also
indicates that log i’? would be linearly related to log a
at constant maximum stress and temperature. ‘1’hc cxpWi-
ments reported in reference 18 yield results that qualit n[iwdy

‘6~-–--r——r—

y4(‘
t I I ! \

,, \

‘Zheore tied curw

C)Q i “’t--t-=--”” ““ -

Ill I I I I I I I 1 I
3m 4m 500 6m 7m 8(

Temperature, “K
)0

Fmurm 6.-Tem~Mum de~ndenca of .stmss wrrmpondlng to fdlum h 10~ cyclm [W
Armoo Iron.
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verify the prediction. In reference 18, direct-stress experi-
ments performed at 7000 cycIes per minute required a
greater number of cycIes for failure than t~ts at 120(1 cycles
per minute. The tests at 1200 cycles per minute, however,
were performed on a diflerent type machine than the tests at
7000 cycles per minute; therefore, the rssults wotid not be
expected to agree quantitatively. The increase in Iog N vras
ne-rertheIess su.fticiently large that it- is improbable that the
difference in machines could be soIely responsible for the
effect noticed. Reference 19 indicates that no frequency
effect occurs at Iovr vehws of frequency. An examination of
the data, however, reveak that more data wouId be required
in order to be able to dram- any conclusion concerning this
effect.

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

Sufficient data to verify equation (8) completely are un-
available. Inasmuch as this equation is in quantitative
agreement with avaiIabIe data, further experimentation
designed to verify the dislocation theory of fatigue is justified.

The theory was developed for anneaIed elements or solid
solutions; the data used to check the theory were obtained
only from anneakd eIements. It seems reasonable, however,
that data for annealed solid solutions wouId aIso be in
agreement with the theory.

It is improbable that equation (8) would appIy to the case
of precipitation-hardened or strain-hardened materials be-
cause certain modficat iom, such as the introduction of an
internaI-st= term, would be necessary. This subject is
su.tlicient ly compIex to justify en independent- investigation.

The uncertainty in the data appears sufficiently Iarge to
allow reasonable doubt in the constancy of the stresi-
concentration factor g for all annealed elements and solid sa-
Iutions. The possibility &sts that an experimental plot of
~J7U. aggt AFC wouId also be I&ear; however, the data
are insticient to resolve this questiom

The number of cycks for failure at some given stress and
temperature have been experiment ally observed to follow a
statistical distribution (reference 20). An explanation of this
phenomenon on the basis of equation (8) would probabIy
require that. one or more of the following factors, M, M’~, and
q assume a range of vshwa for a gi~en material. lt seems
reasonable that the factors M and g may vary from specimen
to specimen inasmuch as these quantities are probably de-
pendent on manufacturing variabks such as casting, draviing,
and heat-treating. On the basis of the dislocation theory,
accounting for the scatter of data normalIy obtained in
fatigue tests is thus possible.

In figure 4, which helps substantiate equation (8), a corre-
lation between fatigue and creep is established as predicted
by the theory end fatigue failure is proved to depend on
pIastic deformation. With the assumpt ion of a constant value
of q at room temperature, the prediction of fatigue data from
a Iino-ivledge of creep data for enneeIed eIementa end did
solutions is made possible for practical purposes.

h’AmoxAL hVLSORY COWITTEE FOR iiEROXAUTICS,

FLIGHT PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY,

CLEVELAND, OH~O, SeptemberIi?, 1947.



APPENDIX A

EVALUATION OF DEFINITE INTEGRAL

The definite integral

s“ezp (ay sin’f?)de
o

was evahmted for a seriw of values of czy by numerical in-
tegration. The value of a was set equal to 10.56 X10-s to
correspond approximately to the expected values of the
physical quantity it represented. A plot of the log of the
integral against v is showu in figure 7. For Yalues of v >lOS,
the equation of the curve is

J
log ~“ezp(10.56 X10-SV sin 6’)akby

where b is the sIope of the line in figure 7, 4.44X 10 ‘8. As
a result,

logd
s

‘ex-p (10.56X10-8V sin d)G?6s10.22vX10-*
s

or
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APPENDIX B

EVALUATION OF A~.

The equation

– AFg 2qT?zfT
d= 10-4 ‘—Tezph ( )T+r

obtained bmm reference 8 vms first used to caIcuIate values of
AFI from steady-state creep-rate data. This calculation was
accomplished by plotting log u’ against r, setting the experi-
mental wdue of the intercept at a=O equaI to

(-4+1.+*T).
and soking for AFr because. aII the other parameters are
known in the expression for the intercept. When these
values of AFg were used to calculate the intercepts of the
curves of Iog iV plotted rgsinst U= and Vu_ plotted against
AFZ, the calculated intercepts were found to exceed the
experimental intercepts by a factor that varied between
1X10-la to 3 XIO-IS ergs per moIecule in the value of AF=.
In attempting to find an e.xpIanation for this discrepancy,
an assumption made in reference 8 regarding the value and
constancy of the quantity 104 in the preceding equation
was found to be erroneous. The value of 104 vmw used as
an approximation for dJL. In the derivation of the fore-
going equation, the vaIue of 10-* ms based on an assumption
that one source of generation of didocations exists per
mosaic bIock. Thus, according to this assumption, the
strain due to the passage of one dislocation through a mosaic

d, 3X10-S- ~o_~
block is ~S3Xlo_l= . Etidence e.~ts, howerer, for

sirgIe crystak, which indicates that the spacings between
slip planes may be many multiples greater than 3X10-~.
For exampIe, &m-e 8, which was taken from reference 21,
indicates that the spacing may be as Iarge as 0.3 centimeter
and figure 9 indicates that l/~ (number of sIip pIanes/cm)
may vary between O and 7500. Thus, the assumption that
L is a constant for polycrystals of magnitude 3X104 is
probabIy incorrect. It remains to be shown, however, ho-w
-Zmay be calculated.

mu

250

300

FIGEEtE S.—Pare alnmbmm eampIe elmwrtted at dlfferenc tempmtnms by appllmtkn M
stmm. Most G4pktk flow oceure alone slip bands. Not etehed. Xli (Taken from
fig.14Ofreferemfl‘m)

Without a physical mode~ of the mechanism of strain in a
poIycrystaI, it seems that the simplest assumption is to leave
the factor dJZ as an unknown constant 10C. The factor C
can then be determined fkom a set of fatigue and creep data
for the same material as folIows: From equation (8), it is
evident- that the intercept of the straight line obtained by
plottirg log -N figainst am at U==O is

The data for annealed copper shown in Egure 3 (a) -were UMXI
in this calculation. The data for dry purified sir were used
to Iocate the sIope of the line taken thro~~h the points for
the determinations in vacuum. The intercept of this line

Fmm.s 9.-Stms9dependenceof nmnk d SLIPPIemY per mUIfmeter. -en hm & X
Clreferenee!m.)
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was found to equal approximately ~. Henc~

[( 2zrX2~X6.62X10-nX 104
AFg= 15–log 1.38 X10-S8X300 )12.3X

1.38x 10-1eX300

=2.Olx 10-la ergs/molecuIe
where 0=2200 cycles per minute and T= 300° K, as given

by reference 12.

From the creep equation,

logU’=c+log kxT–&&+
*
2VT

it is apparent that the intercept Iog w of the straight line
obtained by plotting log u! ~ainst T at T= O is

log U,=c+log kTT–&T

An estimate of log u, at 300° K can be obtained from data

(g):
given at other temperature by pIotting T log ~ against
.
-& because AFg is linearly dependent on T, and by e@rapo-

lating the best straight line thus obtained to T=300° K.
From the data of references 22 and 23, an average value of
— 15 was obtained for log Ui. When this value was substi-
tuted for log Ui and A~E=2.01 X 10-12 in the preceding equa-
tion, solving for O yielded

C=–6.7

For the purpose of obtaining values of AFEfrom oreep data
for other materials, C was assumed ta be a ecmstant. When
this value of C was used, values of AF. were obtained from
creep data and are given in the following table together with
a list of the sources of the respective data:

MFi0r191 AF,, crgqmolemila

Aluminum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ; w~ ~xlrw
8Uvsr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~opw ------------------------------------------ i 04-2. IS
&mm iron... -... - . . .._.. _. . ..-. -.. __– 2 74-s. au
Nickel . . . . . . . ..- . . . .._.___. S.ls-s. es
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